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The Ultimate Guide to Hosting a Stylish Afternoon Tea***READ FOR F R E E WITH KINDLE
UNLIMITED***Have You Ever Wanted to Have a Formal Afternoon Tea, But Just Werenâ€™t Sure
Where to Start?This easy to follow guide will show you how to host a prim and proper afternoon tea,
just like the English have been enjoying for generations. If you have watched Dowton Abbey and
wanted to make afternoon tea part of your routine or even just wanted to host an afternoon tea for a
special occasion, this is the book for you.Inside you will discover:A brief history of English
teatimeHow to select the right teaPerfect recipes to compliment and afternoon teaEverything you
need to host and prepare the perfect afternoon teaProper teatime etiquetteAnd Much MoreTeatime
isnâ€™t just for English aristocrats. You can share in a relaxing and fun afternoon tea, no matter
where you are from or what your situation is. Teatime is about catching up with friends and family
and taking a break from the drudgery of the daily routine.This book will explain every detail you
need to know when hosting tea at your home. Everything from choosing the right tea set to how to
hold your teacup is covered. After you finish this book you will be ready to throw a flawless
afternoon tea.Find out what you have been missing and host your own Afternoon Tea. Once you
see how simple it is to put together, you may just become teatime regular.Get Your Copy of This
Guide Right Away.
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Afternoon Tea Downton Abbey Style Afternoon Tea by Tadio Diller contains tips and pointers on
how to serve a proper afternoon tea. The author seems to know her stuff as she details the
differences between high and low tea; discusses the various types of tea and how to prepare the
tea; includes a nice selection of recipes followed up by tips on how to prepare to attend an afternoon
tea.Some of the recipes you'll find in her book include:*Creamy Egg and Watercress
Sandwiches*Classic Scones Recipe*Earl Grey Teacakes*Chocolate Chunk Pecan CookiesI do wish
there were a few more recipes in her book as it would have been nice to find recipes for lemon curd,
mock Devonshire cream or Victoria Sandwich Cake.Recommend.

If you're a visual person, you won't like this book. Also, minimal information. You can find more
information doing a Google search. Sorry. I don't like to leave bad reviews but the price is too high
for a book with no pictures and little information and recipes.

I know exactly what it is like having a tea party, but you just have the same boring tea and maby
some cake or something. It is isn't original and doesn't really get that much attention.That is where
this book comes in! Tadio does a wonderful job of covering all the bases from the history of
afternoon tea to everything you will need to serve tea. In addition, she has recipes that really hit the
spot and even covers etiquette for your tea party. It is truly amazing how few people have been to a
real full fledge tea party. They are exciting and really make tea and cakes so much more than the
way they are often served!

I'm very disappointed with the Kindle version. There are no pictures. How can you have the perfect
afternoon tea with no illustrations?. Every chapter starts with a "read this first" link to a free gift. At
the conclusion of Afternoon Tea there were many other "books." Afternoon Tea took up one per
cent of the entire book.1% and the rest covered everything from how to be a gentlehman to Zen.
Come on!.

We all familiar with tea party in afternoon. Every one has habit to take tea in afternoon. One day my
friend told me about this book that you will definitely find little change in your life. If our tea time
spend good then our remaining day automatically will be good. I read this book and I must say that
this book changes my life. Now my afternoon tea time is really very good after taking this book. Tips
are so good. This book is very well explained and easy to understand. Thank you author for your
care.

I bought this book partly because I love the show, and partly because I'm a tea freak. I also was
hoping to find, at long last, a recipe for scones that wouldn't come out like sinkers. Well, I found it,
but only after a great deal of effort and a little bit of ingenuity. Very interesting and informative. I love
that era, sorry it's over ...Throughout this small book, and in commentary on the recipes which
makes this a fun addition to the libraries, or kitchens, of any fan. I absolutely LOVE this book. Well
worth the investment. Thank you.

This book might be pretty useful if you're not familiar at all with teatime, but the information provided
by it might be a bit too basic if you're an avid tea drinker who has a bit of experience when it comes
to hosting Afternoon Tea and you'd like to learn how to throw a perfect afternoon tea party at your
own home. But still, even though I've already been familiar with the advice provided by this book, I
truly recommend it to those who aspire to become classier and fancier.

I was surprise to this book since it reveals the correct way of preparing afternoon tea. This interest
me since I usually drink tea in the morning and before evening comes. What I like in this book is that
it had point for your to know about how to prepare afternoon tea. It also has several guided
preparations for afternoon tea. I can't wait to apply what I learn through this book. Set my date to
have my afternoon tea party with my friends.
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